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THE VISION 

Some spend their entire lives in search of something truly beautiful…something that lasts…that is Forever. 

The ideal partner…that house that embodies the definition of ‘Home’, that career path which enables you 

to do what you love and be paid enough so that you want for nothing.   

  

Once that something is found, life reaches the very epicentre of happiness and you feel truly alive for the 

first time.  

  

Here at The Vision Presents, our stories transcend the limitations of time and are resilient to the 

constructs of life’s obstacles. Where there is a story to be told, we’ll capture it and once it is captured, it is 

secure…it is Forever.  

THE PROPOSAL 

In order to do so succinctly, we must cover the behind the scenes story…the preparation is as important as 

the ceremony itself. For the preparation represents the intricate details of love that are poured out in 

devotion to making sure everything is as it needs to be, for that day to be perfect.   

Those priceless moments of laughter, spilling from the hearts of your brides maids/best men as they are 

fitted for their dresses/suits  

All of these moments are part of the story that will culminate to that final walk up the aisle to his side…  

Forever begins here…in these moments…  

So they must be captured.  

The ceremony itself…will be the crown…and as the golden band seals the promise…so shall The Vision 

Presents seal your story and commit it to Forever.  

We will capture the people, the emotions, the love, the peace…when you look back at this film, you will 

see the happiness you missed (but I’m sure felt).  

  

It is our job to show you what everyone else saw and heard.  

  

It will be beautiful…And it will be Forever. The Vision Presents, will capture Your Story.  
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ELITE PACKAGE - £1,999 

2 Cinematographers: Ensuring not a moment will be missed.  

2 Full Frame HD cameras: Enabling the highest quality in cinematic experience  

Full Accessories: Limitless creative possibilities with access to Sliders, Steadicam, Drone, Lights, Shoulder 

Rigs.  

Full Pre- Wedding Preparation: Our aim is to capture as much of the prelude to the big day as                                

possible.  This enables a true representation of the emotion and joy that surrounds your momentous 

occasion to be captured, which may sometimes be overlooked. This service provides a dedicated 

cinematographer based at both the Bride and Groom’s preparation area, capturing hair and makeup, 

dress/suit fitting, opening of gifts, writing of vows etc.  

Guest & Family Arrival: Full Capture  

Bride and Groom Entrance: Advantage of multiple angles so not a moment is missed.  

Ceremony: Full Capture  

Photos of Family and Friends: Full Capture  

Speeches: Full Capture  

Cutting the Cake: Full Capture  

First Dance: Full Capture  

Interviews: Chosen wedding guests interviewed. 

After Party: Captured 

Venue Details: The beauty of grandeur is more often than not in the small details that one fails to see. We 

search out those details and endeavour to bring them to life, to enhance and magnify the experience that 

will be portrayed in your wedding film.  

Editing:  Access to professional editing tools, which will preserve and accentuate the emotion and joy of 

the day, into an unforgettable experience which will last a life time. This includes both short and extended 

edited film versions.  

Final Product: You will receive bespoke USB media.  
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STANDARD PACKAGE - £1,799 

2 Cinematographers: Ensuring not a moment will be missed.  

2 Full Frame HD cameras: Enabling the highest quality in cinematic experience  

Full Accessories: Limitless creative possibilities with access to Sliders, Steadicam, Drone, Lights, Shoulder 

Rigs.  

Guest & Family Arrival: Full Capture  

Bride and Groom Entrance: Advantage of multiple angles so not a moment is missed.  

Ceremony: Full Capture  

Photos of Family and Friends: Full Capture  

Speeches: Full Capture  

Cutting the Cake: Full Capture  

First Dance: Full Capture  

After Party: Capture of a few dances  

Venue Details: The beauty of grandeur is more often than not in the small details that one fails to see. We 

search out those details and endeavour to bring them to life, to enhance and magnify the experience that 

will be portrayed in your wedding film.  

Editing:  Access to professional editing tools, which will preserve and accentuate the emotion and joy of 

the day, into an unforgettable experience which will last a life time. This includes both short and extended 

edited film versions.  

Final Product: You will receive bespoke USB media device.  

 

 

 

 

Thank you for considering ‘The Vision’ to capture your special day. We always endeavour to make this day 

one that you will be able to cherish for a life time.  
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